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For MICROGREENS : Beyond Garnish: a cookbook

E-MANUSCRIPT
CHAPTER 3: NASTURTIUMS
Throughout its lifecycle, the peppery sweet nasturtium
provides three edible harvests: the leaves, the ower, and
the green seed pod.
As a microgreen, nasturtium leaves are ne and potent.
Scatter the avor, send them minced into a bowl of lettuce,
a lemongrass beef salad or into guacamole.
Nasturtium Skordalia
Nasturtiums and pea shoots get tougher as they get
older. Toss them into the food processor and make an
enthusiastic skordalia for dip, sauce, or garnish.
Served with crackers or bread, the lemon basil will add
an intriguing Mediterranean accent.
As a pasta sauce, the refreshing nasturtium takes
charge.
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Ingredients
3 cups nasturtiums, trimmed to 1"
6 cloves roasted garlic
1 cup mashed potato
1/2 cup olive oil
1 TBSP lemon
1/4 cup micro lemon basil
Salt & Pepper
Directions
In a food processor: place garlic, potato, and 1/4 cup of
olive oil.
Add lemon juice, nasturtium, and lemon basil.
Slowly process into a thick paste. Gradually add
remaining oil.
Season with salt and pepper to taste.
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Nasturtium Honey, Lemon Soy Glaze
Every casual dinner party wants at least one side plate of
pickles, hot sauce, chutney, or a seasoned salt to act as a
conversation starter. This sauce recipe tempers the bite of
the nasturtium without muting it.
Ingredients
4 cups nasturtium leaves and 2" of stem
1 TBSP soy
1 TBSP vinegar
1 TBSP lemon juice
1 TBSP honey
Directions
Pour soy, vinegar, and honey into a pot and set to boil.
Stir often to dissolve honey.
When the pot reaches a boil, turn off the heat and add
lemon juice. Stir.
Drizzle hot sauce over nasturtium shoots.
Serve over roasted carrots or under chicken or braised
pork.
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Nasturtium Rice
When working with a avor as powerful as a nasturtium,
the only way to balance it is with an equal amount of avor
power. This sweet, salty, sesame rice welcomes the bold
nasturtium and is better for it.
Replace the nasturtiums with sun ower sprouts, pea
shoots, or cilantro microgreens. Add citrus zest. Keep it
simple, keep it balanced.
Ingredients
3 cups nasturtium, leaves with 1" stems
4 cup steamed short-grain rice
1 tsp sea salt
1/2 TBSP sugar
1 tsp rice vinegar
3/4 TBSP sesame oil
1 TBSP sesame seeds
Directions
Oil a 1 cup bowl.
Place hot rice in a large bowl. Scatter salt, syrup, and
vinegar around the rice. Gently and quickly mix 3x.
Add sesame oil. mix 1x. Add Sesame seeds. Mix 1x.
Add nasturtium. Mix 1x.
Pack 1 cup of rice into the oiled bowl.
Upend the bowl onto a plate or another, slightly larger
bowl.
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Tap, remove the bowl, and serve immediately.
Wash rice in cold water. The more you wash the rice, the
more fragile it will become.
Only wash the rice as much as make the cloudy water
clear-er and not crystal clear). Fill up the rice pot, watch the
water bloom with white starch. Pour out the water. Repeat.
Periodically scrape your hand through the rice. When
your hands don't kick up a thick cloud of starch, drain the
water off. Then add 2 cups of water.
Cook on high for 4 minutes and turn down to low for 16
minutes. Turn off heat and let the pot sit for 5 minutes, at
which point it will be done.
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WEB
CONTENT
For Viking Food Imports (Australia)

AUTHENTICALLY SWEET TREATS
FROM AROUND THE WORLD
Take a break from adulting with our enthusiastically
curated selection of European confectioneries. For the
homesick Scandinavians out there, we have salted licorice
that offers explosions of avourful nostalgia, plus wafer
candies that proffer happy childhood memories. You can
even pick up chocolate that tastes like chocolate (if you
know, you know).
ON THE TABLE
Nothing makes a day brighter than a freshly lled candy
jar. Whether it’s buttons, cars, bars, gums, bites or gooey
liquor- lled chocolate, sweet treats add to the quality of
life. Especially when they are made with the care and
integrity that our suppliers take in producing theirs.
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Our line of cured sh spreads and pickled herrings is
born from centuries of local tradition, regional stewardship
and modern innovation. Made for those who put a premium
on both the quality of their food and the integrity of its
source, these delicacies have punctuated indulgent lunches
and merry feasts around the world.ON THE TABLE
ON THE TABLE
Deck out holiday smorgasbords with open-faced
sandwiches topped with cod roe crème. Relish a cozy
morning in with a smear of salmon pâté on brioche. Or let a
jar of pickled herrings turn a rustic rye crisp into a the timehonoured meal.
FIELD NOTES
Rich in Omega-3, each portion of Viking sh spread and
pickled herring is a sustainable and delicious alternative to
sh oil capsules.
• Herring is high in selenium, folate, vitamin B-12,
vitamins A and D, as well as calcium, phosphorus,
potassium, and magnesium.
• Cod roe is replete with B Complex vitamins.
• Salmon naturally contains vitamin D.
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HERRINGS
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SUPPLIER SNAPSHOT
Our pickled sh is supplied by Klädesholmen Seafood
AB, a collaboration between four Klädesholmen shing
families who have lived and worked the coast of West
Sweden since 1859. As a modern company committed to
upholding its legacy, Klädesholmen takes care to create
products that speak of their community, the waters they sh
and the ingredients they use. The cod roe crème and other
sh pastes are made by top brand Marenor, which operates
several ultra-modern facilities in Norway and Sweden. All
their products are sourced from sustainable sh species
and stocks.

At once earthy and delicate, Viking Platter wild dried
mushrooms are the perfect pantry staple. Our wild-grown
mushrooms are picked in the deeply forested regions of
southwestern Serbia, rich in biodiversity. By drying the
mushrooms, we can preserve their rich B vitamins, zinc,
folate and other nutrients, while enabling a lower-carbon
form of transport. Their aroma adds a jolt of unforgettable
avour to any dish.
ON THE TABLE
Create a fast, avourful comfort dish with a package of
dried porcini mushrooms that will transform easily from
dried ingredient to rich pasta sauce in just a few steps.
Inspire a table-wide cheer with a platter of chanterelles in
white wine sauce. Share the comfort of a warm, creamy
soup on a chilly day. Powdered porcini mushrooms
become a delightful secret ingredient when added to
gravies or soups, rubbed into meat or sprinkled on roast
potatoes.
FIELD NOTES
• The name porcini means “piglets” in Italian.
• Mushrooms are the only vegetarian supply of
vitamin D.
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THE EASY APPEAL OF DRIED WILD
MUSHROOMS
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Betaglucans in mushrooms appear to boost
immunity and help the resistance against allergies.
• Mushrooms are valuable health food, low in
calories, high in vegetable proteins, iron, zinc, chitin,
chiton, bre, vitamins and minerals.
•

SUPPLIER SNAPSHOT
Ethically harvested and meticulously inspected in
Serbia, our wild mushrooms grow naturally in forests that
are responsibly cared for to maintain local biodiversity. As a
family-run company, Pamin makes sure that its impact on
the environment and community is bene cial. Through
their commitment to social responsibility, biodiversity and
exacting supply chain standards, the Pamin cooperative
provides wild mushrooms that are good for the world at
large.
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